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Example License Rental Terms and Conditions  
Each License will be delivered with your purchase. 

This license rental is granted by GPG Music (“GPG”), with offices located at 5365 Mae Anne Ave, B14, Reno, 
Nevada 89523 to the Licensee for the field show music purchased. 

By purchasing the license for Music from the Sound Value Series from GPG Music, Licensee certifies that 
Licensee agrees to the following terms and conditions:

Regional Exclusivity: GPG Music (GPG) grants the Purchasing School/Band Program (Licensee) exclusivity of 
the Music over all inquiring organizations within approximately a one-hundred (100) mile radius of Licensee’s 
school zip code. Licensee will be notified should such a situation arise. This exclusivity does not include 
prohibiting other groups with a similar or same Music to travel into Licensee’s one-hundred (100) mile radius, nor
does it prohibit them from traveling outside said one-hundred (100) mile radius.

License Rental:  GPG owns the intellectual and proprietary rights to the licensed Products and all coordinating 
products. Rental license solely includes non-exclusive Performance License and license to unlimited duplication 
of the included Products (including audio and video materials) for the term of one (1) competitive marching band 
season (the rental period).  Performance License applies to all public performances at both physical and virtual 
venues (i.e., live streaming of an event). The Products and copies made are not to be distributed for any reason, 
except to students and staff of Licensee. Licensee agrees not to sell, loan or lease copies of Products to anyone, 
for any reason.  The licensing notice(s) printed on each page must be included on all copies produced for the 
above-mentioned groups use. Licensee may post electronic copies of Products on a website for download 
provided the site is private, and access is password-protected for members only. Permission to Arrange is 
granted to better fit the specific needs of instrumentation and ability levels of Licensee, but cannot be used 
without first purchasing this product.  Licensee may request future use of the Music and other coordinating items 
from GPG.  Additional licensing and fees may be required. 

Recordings and DVD Media: According to the bounds of US Copyright law, permission to edit, duplicate and/or 
record audio/video must be granted by GPG. GPG grants unlimited Mechanical or Synchronization Licenses 
for reproduction and distribution of audio or video materials for the exclusive use or profit of the Licensee. The 
sale of CDs, DVDs and digital downloads by a third-party entity or commercial broadcast of the Licensee 
performing the Products requires a separate Mechanical or Synchronization License that is not granted. Music and 
Choreography Recordings may be duplicated for rehearsal use only.  Under no circumstances should these be 
used for ones own purposes to avoid purchase.   Music, Choreography and Recordings are covered and protected 
by the U.S. Copyright Laws and any and all unauthorized use is strictly prohibited.   

Returns/Claims: NO RETURNS WILL BE ACCEPTED WITHOUT PRIOR AUTHORIZATION.  Customized 
products may not be returned or canceled once work has begun.  Due to the ability of a customer to duplicate 
materials, Products are nonreturnable if delivered electronically and/or the shipping box has been opened.  
Claims of shortage and defects must be made by BUYER WITHIN FIFTEEN (15) DAYS of receipt of goods 
without exception.  Buyer agrees to hold goods in question until further notice from GPG. FOR DAMAGE 
CLAIMS, PLEASE NOTIFY THE CARRIER IMMEDIATELY as they are responsible. 




